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Peer to Peer Learning – Methods
This document provides methods on how to implement and foster peer-to
peer-learning between young migrants and young people from the hosting
society as a way to make integration and inclusion more feasible. It was
developed in the Erasmus+ project “SUPEER”.
See also the project homepage: https:// Supeer.eu
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Peer learning can be described as the very heart of the SUPEER project. The focal point is that
young people with widely different backgrounds and experiences form a learning network
from the starting point and consensus that everyone can contribute to common learning
topics in the overall networking programme that the young people will be involved in.
Therefore, the SUPEER consortium has developed a networking programme where young
people of different social, ethnic and cultural origins take part in co-productive, peer-based
and community-building learning activities. The linked booklet should help to transform our
general concept of peer learning (see IO1 of the project) into concrete pedagogicalmethodological exercises and learning materials.

PROCESS OF DEVELOPING THE GIVEN MATERIAL
The implementation of the networking programme and the collected methods and materials
are a work-in-progress. We developed the concrete programmes, methods and materials,
implemented and tried them out, shared and evaluated our experiences and improved the
collection of methods and materials for new networking programmes. This collection provides
ideas to support organisations that want to work with peer-learning in their environment.
From the very beginning it was clear for the partners that, although our peer learning projects
are based on a common concept and shared methods, they will also be quite different to
match the concrete needs of different target groups in different regions and social and cultural
situations.

PEDAGOGICAL TRADITIONS INCLUDED IN THE PEER LEARNING PROGRAMME
Peer learning may build on various pedagogical and didactic traditions and approaches. We
want briefly to mention those we mainly include in our concrete networking programme.
As we described in the SUPEER concept of peer learning situated learning is really relevant for
peer learning programmes because it places learning processes in a community of practice.
These communities can be seen as co-creating and co-producing communities. Therefore, we
build a co-creative laboratory where different methods and tools are used - directly or
indirectly - in our networking programme. The benefits for young people taking part in such
communities are described in the SUPEER concept of peer learning.
The main ideas of cooperative learning play an important role in our networking programme
to make sure that everybody in the group is able to contribute to the solution of the given task
and that everyone has a responsibility to get a common result. Simultaneous interaction,
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positive interdependence, individual responsibility and equal participation can be seen as
main pedagogical principles of cooperative learning (Cf. O1).
The approach of the narrative methodology is very useful for peer based and mutual
reflections. Narratives mean stories we have and talk about ourselves and our lives. The basic
approach in the narrative methodology is to emphasise that people can never be identified by
their problems. The narrative method also helps people to externalise their challenges and
think of concrete solutions. So, it is a valuable approach for young people in facing their
challenges of personal development and of finding their identity and role in the society.
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The Steps of a SUPEER Peer-Learning Project
PREPHASE
Recruitment
In the initial phase of a peer-learning project it is important to find the participants, to inform
young people who might be interested in such a programme. For the SUPEER networking
programme it is important to find a mixture of young migrants and/or young people from the
host country as we focus on the inclusion and the raising of social capital of young
migrants/refugees. In this collection of methods and material we describe strategies of
recruitment and ways to convince and motivate youngsters to take part in a peer-learning
project.
Finding a common subject
For our programme the social aspect – the networking, the encounter of youngsters from
different social and cultural backgrounds - is a main objective. Especially for young people it is
very important to share a common interest, to take part in common activities. There are
different options to find the common subject for a peer-learning project. The supporting
organisation can come up with their ideas and can try to find youngsters who are willing to
work together on a given topic. It can also remain with the group to define the common
ground of their project. These are two poles of a continuum of options. Anyhow, the process
of finding a common topic of a peer-learning project has to be facilitated. In the collection one
can find methods and exercises the SUPEER partners use.
Clarification
At the beginning of the project some decisions concerning important issues must be taken:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What is the final subject the peers will work on?
What will be the final product of the project?
What is the common working plan?
What is the role of each participant in the project?
When will the project start, when will it end?
How much time are the participants expected to invest in the project?
How many meetings will there be in the project, what will be the frequency of the
meetings?
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WORKING PHASE
The peers work on their project autonomously. But the supporting organisation provides
different types of assistance:
● Inputs to raise the competences of the participants in managing project
● Workshops to increase communication skills like active listening, communication in
teams, conflict solution and whatever can be helpful.
● The project group also reflects on their cooperation and on the project progress
regularly with the help of an external facilitator.
● If it is needed, mediation and supervision can be offered.
Some types of assistance, workshops etc. will be described in this booklet.

FINAL PHASE
Some projects may plan a final event presenting the products, some may not. It is not
necessary for each SUPEER project, but it might be more motivating to work on a final product
and to have a final event at the end of the project.
It will be definitely necessary to have a final meeting of the participants to reflect on the
project, to give each other feedback and to say goodbye to each other.
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2.

Methods concerning the prephase

Here we suggest methods and strategies for the recruitment of participants of a peer to peer-project and the starting phase.

IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of
the
project

Prephase

Recruitment – educational institutions

Aims

●
●

Recruitment of youngsters. Up to 50 peers
Recruitment of the majority and minority group (young people of diverse backgrounds)

Settings

●
●
●

Contact educational institutions eg. the local high schools, colleges, universities, secondary educations
Contact principals, chief of education, guidance counsellors etc.
Get access to student’s council, voluntary working groups etc. at the school

Learning
Outcome

●
●

Important to be visible and make it easy for the students to get information and attend information events
Get knowledge of the common reason for students to join a programme eg.:
Make a difference
Achieve knowledge of refugees and their culture
Attending training sessions to improve eg. communication skills
Being a bridgebuilding friend
Improve your CV (experience): The transnational and intercultural approach
Intercultural understanding and knowledge on a local, national and European level
Collaborate with youngsters in European countries
Achieve knowledge in planning events/process of the project
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-

Activities

Certification and/or documented extracurricular experience

Preparati
on

●

Implemen
tation

●
●
●

●

●

Short introduction to the programme to present at gatherings and/or in classes approx. 2 mins.
Date for information event
Handouts, signing up form
Participating in gatherings/meetings for students. Bring posters, handouts signing up form etc.
Getting access to make a 5 min presentation in chosen classes. If possible, invite a peer to join.
Planning information event at the current school for easy accessibility. If possible, invite peers to answer questions or to
introduce their experiences and reasons to join the programme.

Reflection
s
It is essential to make attending information events etc. easy
Comment
s

●
●
●

It is time consuming, needs an allocated time slot and must be done more than once.
When having peers on board, invite them to participate in recruiting new peers.
Recruitment is an ongoing activity and should be done throughout the period of the project from the end of 2019 to January
2021
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of
the
project

Prephase

Recruitment – educational institutions

Aims

●
●

Recruitment of youngsters. (25 peers. Total number of peers: 50)
Recruitment of the minority group eg. Refugees, young migrants, young people from diverse backgrounds

Settings

●
●

Contact educational institutions eg. language schools, secondary education, vocational training centre, tenth grade centre etc.
Contact principals, chief of education, guidance counsellor etc.

Learning
Outcome

●

Get knowledge of the common reasons for students to join a programme eg.:
First-hand knowledge about their new home country
Speaking and practice language with a youngster
Being friends with a youngster from different communities
Youngsters to do spare time activities with etc.

Activities

Preparati
on
Implemen
tation

●
●
●
●
●
●

Handouts
Pamphlets or PowerPoint presentation (depends on the youngsters)
Pictures of peers to show
Invite a peer from diverse backgrounds to join
Pre-information event
‘Drop in’ eg. at the coordinator’s office
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Reflection

●

Level of spoken second language (Danish, English, German etc.)

Comment
s

●
●
●

Networking is essential
Build a relationship if possible
Make a safe space

●

Recruitment should be done throughout the period of the project from the end of 2019 to January 2021
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of
the
project

Prephase

Recruitment – Information event

Aims

●
●

Recruitment of youngsters from diverse backgrounds. Aim is 50 peers
Information event approx. 10-20 peers

Settings

●
●
●
●
●

1 hour
Coffee, tea and snacks
PowerPoint presentation or similar
Handouts
Pens and paper/notebooks

Learning
Outcome

●

To inform and motivate youngsters to enrol

Activities

Preparati
on

●
●
●

PowerPoint
Make the room welcoming
Shopping and preparations of supplies
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Implemen 1.
tation

2.
3.
4.
5.

Information of the programme:
● EU programme (Erasmus+ program)
● Partners: Who are they?
● Name SUPEER: What does it mean?
● Peer-to-peer approach
● Aims: Individual, local and transnational
● Values
● Duration (eg. min 6 months? How many days pr. month?)
● Expectations
Break
Questions, doubts, comments and the peer’s expectations
Getting to know each other: Presentation exercise
Date for next event

Reflection
s

●
●

Do we need a signup form? If we do, what do we need to know?
Do we have any requirements to participate: Eg. Ability of spoken language, duration of being in their new country,
duration of being in the programme?

Comment
s

●

The need and extend of no 2 and 4 in the implementation phase depends on group of youngsters: Do they know each other
before hand? How does the group respond?

●

Documentation of consent from parents or legal guardian

●

Recruitment should be done throughout the period of the project from the end of 2019 to January 2021
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of
the
project

Prephase

Recruitment – social media

Aims

●

Recruitment of youngsters. Up to 50 peers

Settings

●
●
●
●

Partner’s homepage, facebook, instagram, (LinkedIn)
Education institutions’ homepage, intranet
Student’s facebook groups (closed groups for students and educators only)
Volunteers facebook groups (closed groups)

Learning
Outcome
Activities

Preparing

●
●
●
●

Short description
Handouts - online
Interview: Questions
Video preparation: Make boards, practice what to say etc.

Implemen
tation

●
●

Post information online
Send material to educational institutions
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Reflection

Comment
s

●

Recruitment should be done throughout the period of the project from the end of 2019 to January 2021
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Prephase: Finding a Common Subject
●
●
●

Aims

Settings

Learning Outcome

Activities

Get in contact and to know each other
Finding out common interests
Building teams and groups

●
●
●

A long table and chairs on each side of the table
Gong
Different inputs (questions) to conversation - e.g.:
o What do you think about climate change?
o Why are you here and not somewhere else?
o What is your favourite…

●
●

Talk about one´s own opinions, ideas, lifestyle…
Strengthen Communication skills

Speed Dating

Speed Dating

Participants take part on a large table (both sides) and sit in front of each other (1:1).
Trainer starts the conversation with a question (see above…) which could be discussed for 3 minutes – then change
seats.
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Prephase: Recruitment

Aims

Settings

Learning Outcome

Activities

Open house

●
●
●
●
●

Reaching (new) target groups
Building bridges
Awareness of the needs of the target group
Raise interest on peer project and spread information about it
Sign agreements for participation

●
●

Different locations (communities, organisations, youth centre, schools…)
Flyer / invitation for Open House event

●
●

strategies for reaching target groups and involve them
participants are informed about peer project and recognise benefits

Research

Research on communities, locations – where you can find people you want to involve and contact them (find “door
opener” – key persons and work together with them)

Event

Prepare Open House Event (think about special topic, create event) in contact with the groups and people you want to
involve
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Arrange next Come together and develop ongoing process
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Prephase: Clarification
●
●

Aims

Settings

●

find a final subject
define common working plan

post it´s, pencils, flipchart

Learning Outcome

Activities

Shared Space

●
●
●

active participation
communication skills
collaboration skills

Come together –
Warm Up

Games to warm up like: Zip Zoom Boing, Water plant, space race
Set up group and group agreement for ongoing process

Collecting ideas
(Ideastorm)

Brainstorming (Post its) – to a bigger topic – e.g.: living together in this city

Find subjects

Cluster ideas (Mapping) - Discuss ideas in smaller groups (also 1:1 possible) – come back to plenary and gather issues –
find common subject with the group (in bigger groups could be diff. subthemes or aspects)
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Next steps /
Timetable

Plan the next steps (visualisation)
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of
the
project

Prephase

Finding a common subject – What Can I Do Well?

Aims

●
●

Participants of a new group get to know each other
To make participants collaboratively find a common goal - brainstorming activity

Settings

●
●
●

groups of six or more people
time: 15 minutes self-reflection, 15-20 min together
material: - stack of postcard sized paper (4 for each participant)
- one pen per person
- tape or magnets
- whiteboard & markers

Learning
Outcome

●
●

Participants collaboratively find a common subject for the project (core activity they want to work on together)
Raise an interest in each other among the participants

Activities

Preparation Step 1: Trainer writes on the board “What can I do well?” Give some examples to make the exercise clear.
Step 2: Trainer gives each participant 4 postcards and pen.
Implementat Step 1: Each person writes down 4 things they are good at
ion
Step 2: Each participant comes up one by one and tapes their postcards to the wall
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Step 3: Together with the trainer, they try to make categories to see which topics go together
Step 4: Trainer leads discussion on what the group has in common, what do they collectively enjoy/what can be the activity of this
project
Comments

Step 5: Choose a common subject and discuss what kind of activity can be linked to that
● Reflection should lead to a chosen subject – it needs to be something the participants can actively create (for example, if
they say they’re good at cooking, they could make a cookbook)
● Trainers should encourage all kinds of ideas, not just simple actions
● Think big – what’s the purpose of finding a common subject
● How can the participants learn from each other?
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Prephase

Clarification – Empowering Questions

Aims

●
●
●

to invite people to ponder, consider, open, notice, discover how this project will empower them
connect to the participants’ needs and desires
consider new perspectives

Settings

●
●
●

group of 6 or more
time: 15 – 30 minutes
Material: handout with examples of empowering questions to lead conversation, flipchart & paper for each group

Learning Outcome

●
●

Reflection on empowerment
Understanding of one’s own goals and gaining perspective of others

Activities

Preparati Step 1: Trainers prepare a handout (handout clarification) with prompting questions (sample questions provided but selection to be
on
made by trainer)
Step 2: After step 1, split the participants into groups of 3.
Impleme Step 1: Trainer introduces the concept empowerment.
ntation
Step 2: Give the handout to each participant and let them read over the questions.
Step 3: In an open, but guided conversation, have each group discuss the questions and write down key words.
Step 4: Have one person from each group present their group’s key words with the flipchart. On a board, tape them up next to each
other.
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Reflectio Trainer leads a discussion to create a collective understanding of empowerment and the steps this project will take to strengthen it.
n
Discussion questions:
- What are the commonalities across the groups?
- What new perspectives did you learn?
- How can we work together to strengthen self-empowerment?
● As this is a big and conceptual topic, the trainer should be actively participating to guide the participants. It’s important to
Commen
ts
facilitate a conversation and make sure everyone’s opinion is voiced.
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage
of the
projec
t
Aims

Prephase

●
●
●

Activities

To find out participants’ interests and expectations.
To plan together a common programme.
To make participants to get to know each other;
●
●
●

Settings

Learning
Outcome

Finding A common subject – Work-Part, Study-Part, ActivityPart/Brainstorming

●
●

5-15 participants
60-90 minutes
Materials: flipcharts, pencils, sticky dots

Achievement of a common subject and programme
Allowing participants to get to know each other

Preparation

Trainers/coordinators write on flipchart: “Work-Part”, “Study-Part”, “Activity-Part” (one each flipchart).

Step 1.

All participants write their interests/expectations in each flipchart, focusing on:
What type of work they would like to do;?
Which themes they would like to work on.
What kind of activities they would like to do;
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Step 2.

Once everybody has finished, individual interests and proposals are read out and collected from the trainers/coordinators.

Step 3.

The collected suggestions are now weighted/voted through sticky dots (it’s up to the trainers to decide how many dots
received by each participant counts).

Reflections

The trainers/coordinators should write down and consider which things are compatible with the Project’s aim and with the
project’s core concepts and what has already been prepared or agreed with/for the Project.
A final brainstorming on the most voted ones is useful in order to find a common subject and make all participants part of the
final decision.
Adapted from: SCI – Service Civil International, Games and Exercises – International Workcamps and Seminars, Bonn, 2015

SOURCE

IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project
Aims

Prephase
●
●
●
●

Finding a common subject – Be Creative Together

To allow participants to express their personal desires, objectives and preferences
To create a commitment around a common project
To let participants get to know each other
To encourage people to work together on collaboration strategies and proposals
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Settings

●
●
●

18-36 participants
Duration: 100 minutes
Materials/equipment: big space (outside/inside), Post-it, blank paper, tape

Learning Outcome

●
●
●

Achievement of a collective proposal about a common subject
Creating interest on the project
Allowing participants to get to know each other

Activities

Step 1
(15 minutes)
Step 2

(35 minutes)
Step 3
(35 minutes)
Step 4
(15-20 minutes)
SOURCE

Ask the participants to create a personal form with:
● The activities they like most or they are good at (using 1 post-it per activity)
● Their skills (using 1 post-it per skill)
● The challenges they think they could face (using 1 post-it per challenge)
This form will be the tool with which they will connect with the others.
Once the personal forms are ready, the “market” starts;
Round 1:
● Each participant will stick their form in their chest and will go around the room for 20 minutes to meet the others and
look for possible collaborators. They will have to create a first group of 3 persons with whom they will elaborate on a
subject proposal based on their commonalities.
● When groups are set, give to each group 15 minutes to discuss and create a new form that will be their collective
proposal.
The “market” starts again;
Round 2:
● Each group of 3 has other 20 minutes to connect with 2 other groups to finally create a group of 9 persons, with which
they will create another proposal (a new one or an adjusted one).
Once the groups have elaborated their proposals, give 15-20 minutes to those final groups to share their ideas and brainstorm
on them, in order to get a clearer idea of what they could do together and to arrive to a final proposal including the possible
subject and the linked activities.
Adapted from: Dynamix Workshop, Association VIA BRACHY : Voyages Interculturels Solidarité Autoformation
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project
Aims

Settings
Learning Outcome

Activities

Prephase

Recruitment – Call for participation/Project presentation form

●
●
●
●
●
●

To inform youngsters on the project aims
To advertise the project and its learning outcomes
To recruit 50 participants for the programme
To stimulate participation in the programme
Online: Facebook, Instagram, Websites, LinkedIn, Twitter
Before the start of the programme

●
●
●

Recruitment of participants
Publicising of the project
Youngsters informed on the programme

Preparation

Implementation

Trainers prepare the call with:
brief description of the project;
description of the training and its learning outcomes;
description of the users’ profile (age, skills, ..) we are looking for;
description of the step-by-step procedure to enrol in the programme
Once the project presentation form is ready, trainers/coordinators share it on the main communication channels:
Project Facebook page
Partner organisations websites
Partner organisations Facebook page
Partner organisations Instagram account
Partner organisations LinkedIn profile
Partner organisations twitter profile
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Comments/reflectio The step-by-step enrolment procedure should ask for:
ns
CV
Cover letter (or an alternative form to be filled in by candidates)
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Prephase
●
●
●
●

Aims

Settings

Learning Outcome

Activities

●
●
●
●
●
●

Recruitment – Referral Agencies/Intermediary Parties

To reach potential candidates
To recruit 50 participants for the programme
To advertise the project and its learning outcomes
To increase the dissemination channels of the project
Online: email
Callings
Before the start of the programme
Recruitment of participants
Publicising the project
Reaching most suitable candidates for the programme

Preparation

Implementation

Trainers/coordinators prepare the email with:
brief description of the project;
description of the training and its learning outcomes;
description of the users’ profile (age, skills, ..) we are looking for;
description of the step-by-step procedure to enroll in the programme
Once the email is prepared, the trainers/coordinators start sending emails/making calls to local referral agencies, such as:
migrants’ associations
youth associations
schools/universities
youth voluntary associations
NGOs
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Comments/Reflecti Referral Agencies/Intermediary Parties should be selected keeping in mind the users we are looking for and those who they work
ons
with.
After the emails/calls, it could be good to arrange a face-to-face meeting between project’s trainers/coordinators and
coordinators/representatives from the Referral agencies for possible clarifications or better explanations. (it could be proposed
during the calls/emails)
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Prephase

Clarification - Creactive

Aims

●
●
●
●
●
●

to raise awareness on the importance of active participation and active citizenship
to boost the creative energy of young people in order to create promotional materials (videos, posters, leaflets) on active citizenship
to create an engagement in participants
to help participants decide on the final product
to focus on youth perspective
to empower participants’ ideas, perspectives and working strategies in order to develop working strategies

Settings

●
●
●

5 to 10 per group
180 minutes
Materials: paper, flipcharts, pens

Learning Outcome

●
●
●

Reflection on active citizenship
focus on young participants’ perspective
empowering youth on decision making and on the chosen topics

Preparation

Trainers choose some topics the participants will focus on (topics related to active citizenship).

Step 1

Trainers divide the participants in groups and explain the topics that they should focus on.
After that, the trainers give a task, a topic and a type of promotional/presentation material each group will work on (poster,
video, leaflet), explaining that they are free to use their creativity to do the task, how much time they have, and that in the end
they will have to present their product in front of the whole group.
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Step 2

Leave the group to work on the task for 1.5/2 hours (research and working plan)

Step 3

Each group present their final promotional material by presenting it in front of the group. For this part each group have 10
minutes

Step 4

At the end of the presentation of each group, there will be brainstorming on the topics, on what was good, what could create
more engagement and on the importance of active citizenship.

SOURCE

Adapted from: Training course "Active Europeans for Active Citizenship", Belgrade, Serbia, March 2016
(www.activeeuropeans.wordpress.com)
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage
of the
projec
t

Prephase

Clarification – Where do you stand?

Aims

●
●
●

to stimulate discussions and ideas on particular topics and related issues;
to empower participants on the topics discussed;
to stimulate critical thinking in participants;

Settings

●
●
●
●
●

Participants: from 5 to 10 per group;
More than one room, according to the number of groups;
Flipcharts (one per group);
Two signs (“yes” and “no”) stuck on opposite walls in each room;
Time: from 30 to 60 minutes (according to the number of statements);

Learning
Outcome

●
●
●

Stimulated participants on the issues/topics;
Increased participants’ critical thinking;
Collected different arguments and confronted different opinions;

Activities

Preparation

Step 1.

The trainers/coordinators prepare a number of statements (5-10) that touch various aspects of the topics/issues they would
like participants to start thinking about, and write them on flipcharts (one per flipchart).
Then, the trainers prepare one room for each group, putting the flipchart in the room and the two Yes and No signs in opposite
walls of each room.
The trainers divide the participants in small groups (5 to 10 per group), settle each group in one room and explain the exercise to
the participants.
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Step 2.

The trainer presents the statement to the single group and the participants go to the “yes” wall or to the “no” wall according to
their agreement or disagreement on the statement presented. Everybody has to choose a wall, no one can stand in the middle.

Step 3.

Once everybody has taken a position, they start to explain why they agree or disagree with the statement and everybody is free
to change side of the room during the explanation of someone else, if they feel convinced by someone else’s argument.
It is not the purpose of the exercise at this stage to reach a consensus, thus it’s up to the trainer to decide when it is a good
time to finish the discussion and move on to the next statement.
Move through all the statements following the same routine.
When all the statements have been discussed, the trainers might want to ask participants about how they felt and give room to
resolve any outstanding issues.

Step 4.

Conclusion

At the end, since the groups probably have not reached a general consensus, it could be good for the trainer to ask some
questions, such as:
Why was it so difficult to find agreement on some statements? Why was it easier with others?
Do participants feel stronger about some of the issues/topics than about others? Why?
Are there any issues people would like to spend more time exchanging ideas about?

Reflections

Tips for designing of the statements:
The trainers should focus in teams on what may be important issues around a specific topic and choose a list of items to
be discussed;
Once the items have been chosen, the trainers should focus on what are the (two opposing) extreme points of view one
could take on each item;
Finally formulate one statement per item that puts one fairly extreme view into words (statements not too obvious and
not too extreme, better to avoid words such as “maybe”, “rather”, etc.).

SOURCE

Adapted from: Intercultural Learning T-Kit No.4, Council of Europe and European Commission, November 2000
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3.

Methods concerning the working phase

The following methods will help the participants and the organisers to support a peer to peer project.

IO3 Common Methodology
Session 1
Stage of the
project

Working phase

Aims

Introduction to culture as:
1) manifestations
2) relations: Values, norms

Settings

Promoting cultural understanding

Brainstorm, presentation, group work and reflection
Duration: 60-90 min. depending on the number of participants

Learning Outcome

Understanding culture and its basic elements

Activities

Brainstorm in plenary:
1. Lead-in
Trainer writes on white/smart board, culture.
(15-20 min.) 1.
2.
3.
4.

Trainer asks participants “What words do you think of when you hear the word, culture?”
Trainer encourages brainstorm by writing a relevant word, e. g. music, food
Participants write on white board/smart board.
(Participants are allowed here to write whatever they think is relevant without interference from
the trainer.)
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2. Definition

1.

(45 in.)

2.

Recap
(15. min)

Cultural manifestations
Group discussion of 4-6 participants: “Which of these cultural elements are fun/good/interesting to learn from
other cultures?”
Trainer guides and engages participants in finding cultural manifestations from the brainstorm by giving
examples i.e. language, music etc.
Participants enlist relevant word i.e. language, art, music, dance, food, outfit, beliefs, traditions etc.
Relations, values and norms
Values: The ideal and desirable behavior in the group. E.g., Loyalty, honesty, respect and love.
(Trainer engages participants in finding other values from the brainstorm.)
Relations and norms: The group’s shared rules for acting in accordance with the group’s values. E.g., giving
one’s seat in the bus to an old person.
(Trainer engages participants in finding other examples of norms and traditions from the brainstorm.)

Trainer guides Participants to formulate a simple definition of culture as:
1) manifestations of the cultural group
2) social relations, roles and norms based on the values of the cultural group
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IO3 Common Methodology
Session 2
Stage of the
project

Working phase

Aims

Understanding culture as one of three elements of our unique individual-identity and our group-identity:
● Universal
● Limited to the group/cultural
● Individual

Settings

Brainstorm, presentation and group work

●
●

Learning Outcome

Activities

Promoting group-spirit and room for the individual

1.

Appreciating all participants as one young group regardless cultural backgrounds
Appreciating each participant as a unique young individual with a unique life experience regardless cultural background

Lead-in
(10-15 min.)

Group discussion, 6-8 participants:
1. Introduction:
“Culture is one of three levels that create the way we think and act:
1. The universal level. For example, we all speak a language.
2. The cultural/multicultural level: for example, we all practice and follow certain norms in our relations.
3. The personal level: For example, each one has their own fingerprint.
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Find other examples of the three levels.”
(Trainer monitors the groups and helps by eliciting examples.)
2.

Presentation 1.
(45. min.)

3.

Recap
(10-15)

Divide the white/smart board into three columns enlisting the following_
1. Inherited universal human nature:
A need to be with others
Feeling love, joy, fear, anger etc.
Ability to create, learn and communicate through a very complex code-system (language)
Curiosity to understand communicate about our life and our environment/universe
2. Acquired group culture
3. Individual personality:
The individual’s inherited physical features e.g., eye colour.
The individual’s acquired life experience in one or different cultures
Group work:
1. “Reflect on and find examples of how culture regulates both our social human nature and our individual
personalities.”
2. “Share your reflections with your group.”
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IO3 Common Methodology
Session 3
Stage of the
project

Working phase

Aims

Building awareness of:
● One-cultural relations as a bonding power between members of a community
● Multicultural/intercultural relations as an expanding power across communities

Settings

Group work, presentation and reflection

Learning Outcome

Understanding the role of shared values in relations with others

Activities

1.

Lead-in
(10-15 min.)

2.

Presentation
(30 min.)

Promoting cultural understanding

1. Group work of 6-8 participants
Trainer writes on white/smart board, values.
� Trainer asks participants “Find a pair; a value and its opposite/opposites.”
� trainer stimulates brainstorm by writing an example e.g., forgiveness versus hate/revenge
� Each group writes their pair-words on board/smart board.
“We need values to bond with our communities by”:
reducing conflicts in relations between members of the network/cultural group
ensuring the safety of the group
protecting the group’s interests
(Trainer supports the presentation by examples e.g. “The value, forgiveness, keeps us away from harming the
group by hate and revenge).
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3.

Reflections
(10-15 min.)

“Choose a value that you find ideal and reflect on why it is important for a certain network/cultural group.”

4.

Recap
(30 min.)

In plenary: “Share your reflections with the group.”
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IO3 Common Methodology
Session 4
Stage of the
project

Working phase

Aims

Building awareness of:
● culture as a uniting power between members of a network/group
● multicultural and intercultural relations as an expanding power across communities

Settings

Learning Outcome
Activities

Promoting cultural understanding

Pair and group work, presentation and mini project

Appreciating cross-cultural relations
1.

2.

Lead-in
(10-20 min.)

1. Pair-work:
“ask and write down how many networks your partner is a member of.”
Trainer posts examples i.e. friends, people who speak the same language etc.
Participants post networks on white board.

Presentation

Trainer highlights the following:
1. We play different roles in different networks, e.g. siblings, classmates, family etc.
2. Different networks exist in different environments e.g., classroom, home, hometown etc.
3. Different networks supply us with different needs and interests e.g., a sense of identity and belonging.

(45. min.)
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3.

Mini project
(60 min.)

Groups of 6-10 participants:
1. Make charts over:
the shared benefits of the peer-network from the diverse resources,
the desirable values and behaviours in the peer-network,
the norms all members of the peer-group.

Comments

No. 3 can be a one-day project with more activities and more ambitious outcomes.
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IO3 Common Methodology
Working Phase

Ice breaker - Getting to know each other

●
●

participants of a new group get to know each other
to make participants curious to find out more about each other

●
●
●

groups of six or more people
time: 20 – 30 minutes
material: - a list of questions (to be prepared beforehand)
- one pen per group
- one sheet of paper per group
participants get the first information about each other
participants find out things they have in common
raise an interest in each other among the participants

●
●
●

Preparati Step 1: Prior to the activity, the trainers prepare a list of questions for the participants, for example:
on
- How old is the group?
- How many siblings does the group have?
- How many pets does the group have?
- How many children does the group have?
Step 2: Trainers provide a sheet of paper and a pen for each group
Impleme Step 1: Trainers divide the participants into subgroups of 2 – 5 people
ntation
Step 2: Members of each subgroup get together in one area of the room (ATTENTION: Make sure there is enough space for the subgroups to work
separately on the one hand but that they remain close enough together so that all subgroups can see each other on the other hand.)
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Step 3: Trainers explain the rules of the activity
● Trainers read out a question
● Subgroups discuss the question and agree on an answer (discussion phase)
● Subgroups write down their answer on a sheet of paper
● Each Subgroups presents their guesses
● Trainers verify the information by checking with each participant
Step 4: Do the activity
Commen
● Questions should refer to interesting and quantifiable information
ts
● The activity is more fun if the trainers join in giving the same information that is required from the participants
● In big groups it may be a good idea to use an acoustic signal for the end of the discussion phase
● It may be a good idea to limit the time of the discussion phase
● Make it clear that participants need to include their own group (and the trainers) in their guess
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Working phase

Teambuilding activity – Lining up

Aims

●

Working together towards a common goal

Settings

●
●
●

groups of 5 or more people
time: 10 – 20 minutes
material: none

Learning Outcome

●
●
●

participants who haven’t met prior to the project lose fear of working together
participants find out who they work well with
participants discover how to achieve a common goal through teamwork

Activities

Prepara Step 1: Trainers prepare a list of criteria based on which the participants should line up, for example:
tion
- date of birth (month and day)
- alphabetically by first name
- height
- shoe size
Implem Step 1: Trainers explain the rules as follows: “Please form a line based on your date of birth. You are not allowed to speak during the
entatio activity. However, you may use any other type of signal like nodding or shaking your head, showing numbers with your fingers, etc.”
n
Step 2: Participants do the activity. Trainers observe that participants respect the rules.
Step 3: Once all the participants stand in line, verify the correct order by asking the participants for the information required.
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Step 4: If desired, repeat with other criteria (see above for suggestion).
Reflecti After the activity trainer facilitates a reflection exercise about the activity. Questions for discussion could be:
on
- Did everyone respect the rules?
- Who took the initiative?
- How did people take the initiative?
- Were all ideas taken into consideration?
- How did the participants make decisions nonverbally?
- Was everybody actively involved in the activity?
Comme
nts

●
●

The activity could be done with only one criterion or with various criteria depending on the time available.
In order to make the activity more difficult, the trainers could impose more restrictions, for example:
- have participants line up by height (blindfolded)
have participants line up by shoe size (blindfolded and/or no speaking allowed)
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Working Phase

Aims

●
●
●

finding out how rumours develop
realising how difficult it is to listen and to repeat information
practicing listening and speaking skills

Settings

●
●
●

group of four or more people
time: 15 – 30 minutes
material: a short, written text to read out loud

Learning Outcome

●
●

practice listening and speaking skills
distinguish important from unimportant information

Activities

Preparation

Communication skills – Listening exercise: A ‘true’ story

Step 1: Trainers prepare a short-written text beforehand

Step 2: Depending on the size of the group and the time available, select at least two people who leave the room for the
first part of the activity. Make sure they are unable to hear what’s being said in the room once they have left.
Implementation Step 1: After some of the participants have left the room, the trainer reads out the story.
Step 2: One participant from the group outside gets invited back in (B). One participant (A) from the group inside tells the
story to the newcomer (B).
Step 3: Invite the next person from the group outside back into the room (C). Participant B tells the story he/she has just
heard to the newcomer (C). Repeat, if more than two participants were sent outside.
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Step 4: The last person who comes back in, listens to the story and repeats what he/she has heard to the whole group.
Reflection

Comments

Step 5: Trainer reads out the original story to the whole group.
After the activity trainer facilitates a reflection exercise about the activity. Questions for discussion could be:
- How much of the original story was told at the end?
- Which details continued to be told?
- What are the reasons for this?
●
●
●
●

The story should be non-fictional, ideally a newspaper report or similar.
The story must be written down in order to be checked after the activity.
Use a story of approx. 150 words.
The story should include proper nouns and numbers and at least two people.
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Working phase

Conflict resolution skills – Negotiation skills training

Aims

●

Participants negotiate with each other with the aim of obtaining a win-win outcome

Settings

●
●
●

group of at least 4 people
time: approx. 30 minutes
material: - separate worksheets with the task for partner A and partner B
- one pen for each participant

Learning Outcome

●
●
●

finding arguments to support one’s goal
anticipating the opponent’s arguments
communicate one’s arguments convincingly

Activities

Preparation

Step 1: Trainer prepares a worksheet for partner A saying: ‘I want to do a language course in another country’ and a
worksheet for partner B saying, ‘I want to do a language course in the country that I live in’.
Step 2: Trainer divides the group into pairs.

Implementation

Step 3: Make sure every participant has a pen. If not, distribute pens to the participants.
Step 1: Trainer explains the activity as follows:
- participants will receive a worksheet with a task
- each participant gets 5 minutes to gather arguments to support his/her goal
- when time is up participants discuss with their partner for 10 minutes trying to reach an
agreement
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Step 2: Trainer gives the task: “You want to do a language course together. You just need to decide where.”
Step 3: Trainer announces the beginning of the first five minutes to find arguments in favour of one’s goal. Each
participant gathers their arguments individually.
Step 4: Trainer announces the end of the first 5 minutes and the beginning of the discussion phase. Partner A and B
exchange their arguments.
Reflection

Comments

Step 5: After 10 minutes, the trainer announces the end of the discussion phase.
After the activity the trainer facilitates a reflection exercise about the activity. Questions for discussion could be:
- Have the participants reached an outcome? If so, which outcome?
- Which arguments did they use?
- How did they reach a win-win outcome?
- Were they both happy with the outcome?
- How did they both ‘win’?
- What did each participant appreciate about the other’s approach?
●
●
●

If needed and if time is available, more time could be given to gather arguments to support one’s goal.
The topic to be discussed and the roles of the partners could be changed to better suit the needs and interests
of the participants.
When forming the pairs, make sure to team-up participants who usually don’t work together as this usually
makes the discussion more efficient.
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Working Phase

Dealing with conflicts: Chair Play

Aims

●
●

reflect one´s own and group behaviour
understand dynamic of conflicts

Settings

●
●

room which is big enough to move around
as many chairs as participants

Learning Outcome

●
●
●

strengthen communication skills
strengthen ability to reflect
Promote self-awareness

Activities

Building 3 groups

Atoms and Molecules:
Participants move in the room – the trainer proclaims a number: 5!
Groups with 5 participants are formed.

Silent Action

Each group is getting a different order:
1st group: Set up all chairs in the room as quickly as possible in a circle.
2nd group: Bring all chairs in the room as quickly as possible in front of the door.
3rd group: Bring all chairs in the room as quickly as possible in a corner of the room.
…
without talking to each other
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Feedback and
Reflection

Plenary: Reflect and discuss following questions:
● What did you notice, what happened?
● How were the reactions and interactions?
● Were there any conflicts?
● Did you find nonverbal conversation with others?
● …
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Working Phase

Dealing with conflicts:
Don´t let me be misunderstood

Aims

●

reflect on differences and misunderstandings

Settings

●
●
●

room which is big enough to act and move around
chairs
paper and pencils

Learning Outcome

●
●

strengthen communication skills
strengthen ability to reflect

Activities

Warm up
10 Minutes

participants criss-cross the room and follow instructions for their movements:
● go over red-hot sand
● wade through the swamp
● go through a high corn field
● Gravity is increasing more and more
●

…

Misunderstandings Discuss in group:
What does misunderstanding mean?
Find illustrative examples.
How come misunderstandings?
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Gibberish

Two players improvise a discussion using a fictitious language – they show different emotions.

10 Minutes
Story telling

Working in small groups (3-4 persons)
What misunderstandings have happened to you in life?
Write down a misunderstanding that has happened to you or that you have observed.
Stage the story together – use Gibberish to express yourself and to communicate with each other.
Possibility: find different endings to the story

Feedback and
Reflection

Feedback and common reflection on different stories
● Reflect on process of staging: how did you find the story, how was your discussion about staging, how did
you work together etc.
● what did you observe? What happened?
● How did a misunderstanding arise?
● What possibilities are there to clarify the misunderstanding?
● How could the misunderstanding be resolved?
● ….
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Working Phase/communication skills/non-violent communication

Effective Communication – Training activity

Aims

●
●
●

to make participants aware of the different communication styles and the related advantages and disadvantages
to develop the use of a way of communication based on respect for the others and for one’s self
to highlight the importance of preventing conflicts through the use of correct communication methods

Settings

●
●
●

Group size: from 3 to 30
Duration: 2 hours
Materials: PowerPoint presentation, blank sheets, pens

Learning Outcome

●
●
●
●

Non-violent and respectful communication skills
Awareness on different styles of communication
Improvement of interpersonal relationships
Knowledge on best communication way to prevent conflicts

Activities

Step 1.

Step 2.

The trainer presents the 3 different communication styles, describing verbal and non-verbal expression characteristics
and the advantages/disadvantages of preventing conflicts.
The session should be presented through a PowerPoint or through some visual support with references to everyday
life examples.
After the presentation, the trainers divide the participants in small groups and give to each group a worksheet to be
filled, with:
A brief description of possible situations close to participants’ life, better if adapted to their interests and
needs (i.e. Your friend has just arrived to have dinner at your place one hour late. He/she did not call you to
tell you that he/she will be late. You get annoyed about this situation. You tell him/her:…)
A grid with the 3 communication styles (Passive, Aggressive, Assertive) on 3 different lines and a right
column, to be filled from them with the consequences.
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Step 3.

Each group analyse the situation and develop it according to the different styles of communication, analysing its
consequences

Step 4.

The groups stage one situation and all the assistants discuss the probable consequences.

Reflection &
evaluation

The activity helps to think about a more effective interpersonal communication style that moreover contributes to the
personal welfare, since a person who knows how to express his/her needs and opinions respecting the others
reinforce his/her self-esteem and improve his/her interpersonal relationships.

SOURCE

Adapted from: Social Skills Training – Methodological Guide, Association of Learning "Mind the Gap"
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IO3 Common Methodology
Stage of the
project

Working Phase – Non-Violent Communication/Conflict
Management

Six-Step Problem Solving – Role play

Aims

●

to orientate participants toward a structured way of resolving interpersonal conflict

Settings

●
●

Group size: from 5 to 20
2 volunteers (for the role play)

Learning Outcome

●
●
●

Non-violent alternatives to solve a conflict
Problem-solving skills
Non-violent communication skills

Activities

Preparation

Two volunteers need to be chosen among the participants to role play a conflict (an argument over a book, film, song; a
controversy over an outfit; a conflict over a topical issue…). It is important that the two “actors” don’t reach a solution.

Implementation Once the role play is finished, the trainer can start with the six-step problem solving process, by asking them some
questions.

Identify Needs

Question 1. What is it that you need/want?
This question is addressed to the two “actors”; they should answer without accusing/blaming each other.
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Define the
problem

Question 2. How do you see the problem?
This question is addressed to the entire group of participants; the group can help give a response based on the needs of the
two persons in conflict, but without blaming one or another. The 2 “actors” should agree with the definition of the problem.

Question 3. Who can think of a way to solve this problem?
Brainstorm on
possible solutions This question is addressed to the entire group of participants; anyone can give a possible solution; the aim of this step is to
collect as many solutions as possible and the solutions should be written down.
Evaluation of the Question 4. Would you be happy with this solution?
solutions
This question is addressed to the two “actors”;
The two “actors” are asked to go through the list of possible solutions and explain which ones acceptable and which ones
are not.
Decision on the Question 5. Do you both agree to this solution? Is the problem solved?
solution
This question is addressed to the two “actors”; Make sure both parties agree and acknowledge their efforts in working out
the solution.
Check the
solution

Give 10 minutes to the group to talk about the chosen solution, if it really solves the problem, if everyone agrees on the
solution.

Brainstorming

(Optional) split the participants in groups of 4 people to role play the solution in different situations.
Conclude the activity by reflecting on our reactions to one another when there are differences between us, and the
importance of looking for peaceful solutions instead of blaming others. Focus on the importance of cooperation and
peaceful conflict management and non-violent communication.

SOURCE

Adapted from: Learning to Live Together – An Intercultural and Interfaith Programme for Ethics Education, Interfaith
Council on Ethics Education for Children, Global Network of Religions for Children, Arigatou Foundation, UNICEF, UNESCO
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Final Comments
We hope that this collection of methods linked to different stages of a peer learning-project will help
others to implement such type of projects. There are a lot of other methods that can be used; the
collection we offer include methods the partners of SUPEER have worked with.
If anyone is interested to get more information about the background and the main idea of peer to
peer projects as a strategy to foster social inclusion one can find additional information in our
research work IO1. If someone is interested in concrete project experiences of the partners
especially under the limitations of Covid we can recommend to look in the IO4 of the project. Both
documents are available on our website: https://Supeer.eu
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